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Abstract: Safety and security system to trace the supply chain of the food production and transportation is not up to the mark in India. The lack of 
transparency between the producer and consumer by means of food safety and security is always lags. Food safety is increasing ly serious threat 
globally lack of food security system would affects the people‟s health and life directly or indirectly. The Indian economy, politics and society as a whole 

have a greater impact based on food sourcing and supply. To ensure the effectiveness of product quality and safety management and control many 
countries working on developing technologies on traceability to trace the traditional supply chain system, although these tec hnologies have not been 
able to achieve the goal. Therefore, this paper introduces the concept of Blockchain Technology, to enhance the food supply chain with information 

security and comparing it with existing supply chain management. 
 
Index Terms: Blockchain, Supply Chain Management, Food Security, Information Security, Safety Management 

——————————      —————————— 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Foodborne diseases still increase several customers became 
less dependent on food, so making a necessity for many 
elaborated data on food production. In previous couple of 
years, India has entered an amount of frequent food safety 
incident - Low-quality powdered milk, plastic rice, etc., that 
cause serious consequences. This study steered that the 
Blockchain provides an innovative resolution for achieving 
these goals: foremost, it provides a permanent record for 
every dealings section that sorted into individual blocks and 
cannot be tampered with. Secondly, it will replace those 
ancient paper following systems and manual observance 
system, thus on forestall the standard approach of the 
provision chain from suffering the wrong impact. In different 
words, the provision chain following is a very important live to 
shield food safety, promoting food safety and food certification.  
 

2  LITERATURE REVIEW 
The logistics supply chain management theory, analysis of 
how to improve the level of supply chain management of 
agricultural products and logistics enterprises, not only have 
advanced supply chain management technology but also 
improve the market service system and quality management 
system, and actively play a government function. To further 
explore the concept of traceability for safe and sustainable 
agriculture and Agri-food supply chains, traceability is a 
preventive strategy for food quality and safety management 
that contributes to increasing  
consumer confidence in the food system. [1] In this paper, 
Blockchain technology was used to solve the problem of 
agricultural food supply chain traceability, further addressing 
the food safety issues, and to demonstrate its link in each 
supply chain in the implementation process details. Aiming at 

national conditions of India, a set of theoretical methods were 
used to adapt to India's current situation in order to make 
agricultural product supply chain management more efficient 
and reliable, as well as the quality and safety of agricultural 
products. 
 

3 HYPOTHESIS  
 
A. Blockchain insure the traceability and reliability of each 

transaction in the food supply chain 
There is still no good resolution for achieving the traceability 
and reliability in food supply chain system. Building associate 
Agri-food provide chain traceability system is treated as an 
indispensable mission once ancient logic of management and 
traceability therefore the adaptation of invasive food market 
[2]. However, the application of Blockchain in the supply chain 
may have been the optimal choice until now. Verifying 
authenticity of the document can be done by using Blockchain 
and eliminates the need for centralized authority. Reference 
[3], every transaction requires verifying the last transaction, 
thus guaranteeing the traceability of each transaction. 
 
B. Blockchain can fulfill the demand of governments, 

enterprises and consumers  
If the first hypothesis is established, applying the technology of 
Blockchain can meet with the demand of governments, 
enterprises and consumers. The technical advantages of the 
Blockchain bring new regulatory ideas to the government, 
improving the existing management flaws of the government. 
For enterprises, the application of the Blockchain can insure 
merchandise quality and giving quick response to the 
Changing market. In fact, the application of the Blockchain can 
protect the rights of consumers. 
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Fig. 1. The Blocks in the blockchain 

 
The block chain can be appended with the existing blockchain based on the consensus mechanism. The Consensus algorithm 
can be applied in two model i.e permissionless model and permissioned model. The block validation is done using consensus 
algorithm followed if the block is validated and certified that block is added in the existing blockchain without forming fork. 
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Fig. 2. Block Structure
. 

Each block as shown in Fig. 2 consists of block header such 
as previous block hash, Time stamp, version, nonce, merkle 
root hash. Apart from blockheader there is n number 
transaction are stored. 

 
3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The Supply chain activities are farming, refining, designing, 
manufacturing, packaging, transportation. The model cold-
chain system that is decentralized and distributive in nature, 
and uses the Internet of things for collecting and transferring 
information on the blockchain technology. For storing and 

managing all relevant data of products in the perishable 
supply chain, the immutable blockchain technology and the 
application of smart contracts for automated processing of 
predefined terms and conditions with utmost authenticity. All 
the parties from producers to manufactures in the proposed 
blockchain. Each of these members is capable of adding, 
updating and checking the production information. RFID tags 
attached to each of the cold-chain product are unique digital 
cryptographic identifiers, which connect these physical items 
with a virtual identity stored on the distributed ledger. Every 
products‟ information profile is represented in the form of a 
virtual identity on the blockchain. 

 
 
 
 

                       
 

Fig. 3. Proposed System 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we use the methods of information science, 
management science, system science and other theories and 
empirical research methods, mainly using the PEST analysis 
to analyze, contrast and demonstrate studying the application 
of Blockchain in the food supply chain. PEST is an analytical 
model that analyzes the macro-environment location of the 
industry. All parts of the PEST are the external environment of 
the industry that cannot be controlled by themselves.   The 
paper also carries on the demand analysis of the Blockchain 
system platform of the food supply chain. Firstly, this paper 
qualitatively analyzes the current situation of food security. The 
second is the demand analysis of the food supply chain 
traceability system platform, analyzing the food supply chain 
can be traced back to the root causes and the need for 
development. Thirdly, it analyzes the traditional traceability 
system of food supply chain. Fourthly, aiming at the problems 
existing in the food supply chain system, applying the block 
chain technology to build a supply chain system platform for 
production processors, brokers and consumers.  
 
A.Blockchain Application Theory 
The Blockchain stores the food information as a transaction. 
All the transaction are stored in the blockchain are distributed 
and transparent other participants. Anyone in the blockchain 
network can validate the transaction meanwhile all the nodes 
are allowed to trace food information, which achieves the 
transparency and traceability for food safety. Due to the 
characteristic of the blockchain, all the transactions will be 
packed in one or several blocks. All the nodes also update the 
book on native when a new block is verified and recorded on 
the main chain, which means all the nodes have same 
transaction that records all the transactions. If someone want 
to change one of the transaction record, an attacker who has a 
high fake credibility score can possibly succeed in a 51% 
attack [4].  However, such process may vastly consume 
computing power to modify over half of the node‟s chain and 
calculate the eligible hash to repack the block. The blockchain 
transaction secured cryptographically using Hashing algorithm 
Double SHA 256 [5]. The blockchain can keep the information 
safe without manipulation. 
 
B. Decentralized Food Supply Chain Authentication 
Model. 
In Blockchain distributed system each flow of transactions are 
recorded in the ledger [6]. The entry in the ledger are 
immutable so that individual cannot tamper or alter the 
transactions.  The participants in the networks as per the figure 
1. Farmers, producers, distributors, delivery partners, Retailers 
and customers.  The farmers register the item in the ledger as 
an initial transaction, some transactions validated and valid 
transactions are added in the ledger [9]. The producer verify 
the transaction based on time, quality and many factors. The 
distributor does transporting the item from once source to 
another place these transactions like starting place and 
destination are considered as transaction also stored in ledger 
like any other transaction [10]. Any flaw in the transaction 
between farmer and consumer via parties as producer, 
transporter, and retailer can be easily identify in real time. Here 
transaction refer as digital transcript captured by IoT device [7] 
[8]. The blockchain technologies achieves multifacted 
enterprise of the food supply is the government demand, via 
the system of food market transaction record. This can resolve 

the issues of food regularity and authority process. Some of 
the food regulatory authority requirements are 
(1) Accurately collect the data on all viewpoints of the food 
supply chain. 
(2) Information acquiring and storage of the planting to the 
whole process  
(3) Transfered to the government authority through blockchain.  
Therefore transactions are cryptographically secured using 
double SHA 256 Bit algorithm also ensures immutability, 
transparency, distributed and easy to maintainance 
 

5.CONCLUSION 
The proposed blockchain supply-chain reasonably increases 
efficiency, transparency and low cost for handling. In addition, 
blockchain adds the features like immutability and 
transparency, which disallows any fraudulent modifications to 
the data. The decentralized and permissionless blockchain 
system can deliver real time information to all the parties such 
as producer and consumer ecosystem on the safety status of 
food products at all time.  
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